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zz 
________ _____ 

1) _______________ of Enzyme Activity 2) Inhibitors Acting as ___________ in Defense 

CONCEPT: ENZYME INHIBITION 
●Enzyme Inhibitors (I): compounds that interfere with product formation & decrease an enzyme’s initial reaction rate (____). 
 □ Inhibitors form a ____________ with either the free enzyme (E) and/or the ES-complex to inhibit the reaction. 
EXAMPLE:  Enzyme-Inhibitor & Enzyme-Substrate-Inhibitor Complexes. 
 
 
●Biological enzyme inhibitors can be used by cells to 1) ____________ enzyme activity or 2) act as ___________ poisons. 
 □ Inhibitors also important for medicine since doctor’s use them as drugs to treat disease. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
●There are several categories of enzyme inhibitors including the following: 

1) Irreversible Inhibitors (Inactivators)   2) Reversible Inhibitors  3) Competitive Inhibitors  
4) Uncompetitive Inhibitors     5) Mixed Inhibitors  6) Noncompetitive Inhibitors 

 
PRACTICE:  How can inhibitors prevent an enzyme from functioning normally? 

a) Binding to the free enzyme.  c)   Blocking the active site.  e)   Destroying the enzyme. 
b) Binding to the ES-complex.  d)   Altering the active site.   f)   All options are true. 

 
PRACTICE:  Which of the following statements is false regarding inhibitors & enzyme-catalyzed reactions? 

a) The Vmax of an enzyme-catalyzed reaction will never increase in the presence of an enzyme-inhibitor.  
b) Enzyme inhibitors can be secreted via exocytosis to defend against harmful threats. 
c) At saturating [S], the rate is directly proportional to [enzyme].  
d) The EA for catalyzed & uncatalyzed reactions are equal, but the Keq is more favorable in a catalyzed reaction.  
e) Binding of an inhibitor to an enzyme can be reversible or irreversible. 
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CONCEPT: IRREVERSIBLE INHIBITION 
1) Irreversible Inhibitors 
●_________________ inhibitors: bind very tightly & “irreversibly” to the enzyme to ________ its activity (V0 = 0). 
 □ Can form stable ____________ bonds with the enzyme and are also known as _______________. 
 □ One irreversible inhibitor permanently neutralizes/removes one active enzyme (1:1 ratio). 
 □ Often are powerful ____________ but can also be used as drugs in medicine. 
EXAMPLE:  DIPF is an example of an irreversible inhibitor. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PRACTICE:  Which of the following statements about irreversible inhibitors is correct? 
a) Irreversible inhibitors can only bind to an enzyme active site.     d)   Increasing [S] restores activity to inhibited enzyme.  
b) Dilution of the inhibited enzyme restores activity.      e)   Initially, irreversible inhibitors will reversibly bind. 
c)   Irreversible inhibitors do not have to bind to the active site. 
 
Suicide Inhibitors 
●____________ inhibitor: partially mimic a substrate in the active site but end up irreversibly bound & stuck to the enzyme. 
 □ Initially act just like a normal substrate would since they require “normal” catalysis to bind to the enzyme. 
 □ “Normal” catalytic reactions proceed up to a point where the suicide inhibitor remains _______________ bound.  
 □ How suicide inhibitors differ from other irreversible inhibitors: they undergo some normal catalytic reactions. 
 
PRACTICE:  A suicide inhibitor of an enzyme is one that: 

a) Is reversible.  
b) Is activated by one type of enzyme for the purpose of inhibiting a second type of enzyme.    
c) Is competitive with the enzyme and inactivates the substrate. 
d) Is competitive with the substrate and inactivates the enzyme. 
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CONCEPT: REVERSIBLE INHIBITION 
2) Reversible Inhibitors 
●Reversible inhibitors: bind loosely, temporarily, & reversibly to an enzyme to decrease or ________ the enzyme’s activity. 
 □ Use _______-covalent interactions to bind to enzyme. 
 □ Reversible inhibitors include competitive, uncompetitive, mixed & noncompetitive inhibitors. 
EXAMPLE: Reversible inhibitors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Irreversible Vs. Reversible Inhibitors 
●Question: How exactly do irreversible inhibitors differ from reversible inhibitors? 
  
 
 
 
 
PRACTICE:  What distinguishes reversible inhibitors from irreversible inhibitors? 

a) There is an equilibrium between bound and unbound reversible inhibitor.  
b) Reversible inhibitors are not covalently bound to enzymes but irreversible inhibitors are. 
c) Irreversible inhibitors are easier to purify from solutions of enzymes than reversible inhibitors. 
d) Enzyme activity can be restored by adding more substrate with irreversible inhibitors, but not reversible inhibitors. 
e) All the above are true. 
f) Only a and b are true. 

 

PRACTICE:  Circle all of the true statements below: 
a) Chymotrypsin catalyzes the hydrolysis of dietary carbohydrates.  
b) The presence of an enzyme catalyst will affect the time taken for a reaction to reach equilibrium. 
c) Reversible inhibitors are easier to purify from solutions of enzymes than irreversible inhibitors. 
d) Irreversible inhibitors bind very tightly and sometimes covalently to enzymes. 
e) The presence of an enzyme catalyst will alter the relative ratio of product to reactant for a biochemical reaction. 
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CONCEPT: INHIBITION CONSTANT 
●Recall: every reaction has a _______ constant (k) indicating reaction rate efficiency/probability under set conditions. 
 □ The higher the k, the ________ likely the reaction is __________. 

●Reactions that form & breakdown the _____ & ESI complexes also have rate constants:  

 □ Rate constant for Inhibitor-complex _______________/association = kEI  or  kESI 

 □ Rate constant for Inhibitor-complex breakdown/_________________ = k-EI  or  k-ESI 

 
 
 
Inhibition Constant of Free Enzyme (E) 
●__________-state conditions apply to both the ES & _____ complexes (rate of formation of EI = rate of breakdown of EI). 

 □ Just like we derive the constant _____ from steady-state conditions, we also derive the inhibition constant (KI). 
●Inhibition constant (KI): the dissociation constant for ________-enzyme-inhibitor-complex (EI). 

 □ Similar to how Km = [S] that allows V0 = ½Vmax, KI = [__] that allows ____ maximum-inhibition. 

 □ Similar to how Km measures enzyme-substrate affinity, KI measures enzyme-____________ affinity. 
 □ The _____ the KI, the _____ the binding affinity an enzyme has for that inhibitor. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXAMPLE:  A) Consider the data in the chart below.  Which enzyme has the strongest binding affinity for its substrate?  
  a)   Enzyme A.  b)   Enzyme B.  c)   Enzyme C.  
 
        B) Which enzyme has the strongest binding affinity for its inhibitor? 
  a)   Enzyme A.  b)   Enzyme B.  c)   Enzyme C.  
 

Review: 

New: 
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CONCEPT: INHIBITION CONSTANT 
Inhibition Constant of ES-Complex 
●Inhibition constant (K’I): the dissociation constant for ___nzyme-___ubstrate-___nhibitor-complex (______). 
 □ K’I measures ____-complex affinity for ____________ to form ESI. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PRACTICE:  Use the data in the chart below to determine the answer to the following: 
A) Rank the enzymes in order of their binding affinity to their substrate (strongest affinity à weakest affinity). 
 a)   A à B à C. b)   C à A à B. c)   C à B à A. d)   B à A à C. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B) Rank the enzymes in order of their binding affinity to the inhibitor (strongest affinity à weakest affinity). 
 a)   A à B à C. b)   B à C à A. c)   C à B à A. d)   B à A à C.  
 
C) Which enzyme would you expect the inhibitor to affect the most?  Why? 
 a)   Enzyme A.  b)   Enzyme B.  c)   Enzyme C.  
 
PRACTICE:  Calculate the Michaelis constant (Km) and the inhibition constant (KI) given the following information: 

 [E] = 20 mM. [S] = 15 mM. [ES] = 5 mM. [I] = 8 mM. [EI] = 2 mM. 

 
a) Km = 7 mM ; KI = 14 mM.  d) Km = 60 mM ; KI = 80 mM. 
b) Km = 10 mM ; KI = 20 mM.  e) Km = 60 mM ; KI = 20 mM. 
c) Km = 20 mM ; KI = 80 mM. 
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CONCEPT: DEGREE OF INHIBITION 
●Question: How can we measure inhibitor effects on the initial rate/velocity (V0) of an enzyme-catalyzed-reaction? 
●_________ of inhibition: a factor that measures/quantifies how much an enzyme is actually being inhibited by the inhibitor. 

●Recall: inhibitors can either bind to the _______ enzyme to form EI-complex or to the ____-complex to form ESI-complex. 
 □ Biochemists can separately measure the degree of inhibition on the ________ enzyme & the _____-complex. 
 
α Measures Effects of Inhibition on Free Enzyme (E) 
●Degree of Inhibition on ________ enzyme (___) = 
 □ α is a unitless factor that is ___________ greater than or equal to 1 (α ≥ 1). 
 □ No inhibitor is present when α = ____, AND as α _____________, [inhibitor] increases. 
  
 
  
 
 
 
EXAMPLE:  According to the data in the table below, which enzyme is affected most by the inhibitor? 
 a)   Enzyme A.   b)   Enzyme B.  c)   Enzyme C. 
 
 
PRACTICE:  Calculate the degree of inhibition of an inhibitor on the free enzyme if the [I] = 3 µM and the KI = 6 µM.  

 a)   α = 1.5  b)   α = 2 c)   α = 4 d)   α = 3.5 e)   α = 0.5  
 
α’ Measures Effects of Inhibition on ES-Complex 
●Degree of Inhibition on _____-Complex (___) quantifies effect of an inhibitor on the ES-complex (α’). 
  
  
 
 
 
 
●α and α’ are used as factors to modify the Michaelis-Menten & Lineweaver-Burk equations in the presence of inhibitors. 
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CONCEPT: DEGREE OF INHIBITION 
PRACTICE:  Calculate the degree of inhibition of an inhibitor on the ES-complex if the [I] = 8 µM and the K’I = 0.03 mM. 
 a)   α = 0.87   c)   α = 1.27  e)   α = 0.27 
 b)   α = 1.08  d)   α = 2.39 
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CONCEPT: APPARENT KM AND VMAX 

●Presence of inhibitors can result in an apparent change to either the _____ and/or ______ of an enzyme. 
●_____________ Km & Vmax (K	𝐦𝐚𝐩𝐩

	 and V	𝐦𝐚𝐱𝐚𝐩𝐩 	): the resulting Km & Vmax that an enzyme has in the presence of an inhibitor. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
K	𝐦𝐚𝐩𝐩

	& V	𝐦𝐚𝐱𝐚𝐩𝐩 	Are Affected by α And/Or α’  
●α and/or α’ indicate the degree at which the K	𝐦𝐚𝐩𝐩

	 and V	𝐦𝐚𝐱𝐚𝐩𝐩 	 are altered by the inhibitor. 
 □ Depending on the ________ of inhibitor, α or α’ may affect the K	𝐦𝐚𝐩𝐩

	 and/or V	𝐦𝐚𝐱𝐚𝐩𝐩 	 in _______________ ways. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXAMPLE:  The KI value for a certain competitive inhibitor is 2 µM.  When no inhibitor is present, the Km value is 10 µM.  
Calculate the apparent Km when 4 µM inhibitor is present. 
 
 
 
 
PRACTICE:  Competitive inhibitor A at a concentration of 2 µM doubles the apparent Km for an enzymatic reaction, 
whereas competitive inhibitor B at a concentration of 9 µM quadruples the apparent Km.  What is the ratio of the KI for 
inhibitor B to the KI for inhibitor A? (Hint: use the table above). 

a) 1.5  b) 3  c) 4  d) 2/3  e) 1/4 
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CONCEPT: APPARENT KM AND VMAX 

PRACTICE: The KI value for a certain competitive inhibitor is 10 mM. When no inhibitor is present, the Km value is 50 mM. 
Calculate the apparent Km when 40 mM inhibitor is present.  (Hint: use the table on the previous page). 

a) 20 mM.  
b) 10 mM. 
c) 100 mM. 
d) 150 mM. 
e) 250 mM. 

 
 
 
 
PRACTICE: Uncompetitive inhibitor A at a concentration of 4 mM cuts the K	&'((

	in half for an enzymatic reaction, whereas 
the K	&'((

	 is one-fourth the Km in the presence of 18 mM uncompetitive inhibitor B.  What is the ratio of the K’I for inhibitor A 
to the K’I for inhibitor B?  (Hint: use the table on the previous page). 

a) 3/2 
b) 2/3 
c) 1/3 
d) 3 
e) 1 
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CONCEPT: INHIBITION EFFECTS ON REACTION RATE 
●If ____ & α’ quantify the effect an inhibitor has on the V0, then, in the inhibitor’s presence, α & α’ must be included in…. 
   1) Michaelis-Menten Equation.  2) Lineweaver-Burk Equation. 
 
Degree of Inhibition in Michaelis-Menten & Lineweaver-Burk 
●KI &/or K’I are included into Michaelis-_________ & Lineweaver-_______ equations to measure inhibitor effects on V0. 
 □ In these equations, inhibition constants are expressed via degree of inhibition factors (____ and/or ____). 
 □ Depending on the type of inhibitor, α and/or α’ can impact Km and/or Vmax in ________________ ways. 
●So, in the presence of an inhibitor, just _____________ Km and Vmax respectively with the appropriate K	𝐦𝐚𝐩𝐩

	and V	𝐦𝐚𝐱𝐚𝐩𝐩 	. 
EXAMPLE:  Substituting K	𝐦𝐚𝐩𝐩

	and V	𝐦𝐚𝐱𝐚𝐩𝐩 	 into the Michaelis-Menten & Lineweaver-Burk equations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PRACTICE:  Select the option below that best fills in the blanks in order of their appearance in the following sentence: 
In terms of the effects that the common types of reversible inhibitors can have on an enzyme’s kinetic variables such as Km 
and Vmax, notice that regardless of the type of inhibitor used, the ______ is always either unaltered or ______________, 
whereas the ______ can either be increased, decreased or remain unchanged depending on the type of inhibitor. 

a) Km ; increased ; Vmax.  
b) Km ; decreased ; Vmax. 
c) Vmax ; increased ; Km. 
d) Vmax ; decreased ; Km. 

______________ 

_______________ 

______ _______________ 
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CONCEPT: COMPETITIVE INHIBITION 
●Competitive inhibitors are the most common in biochemistry and tend to be substrate ___________. 
 □ Substrate analogs: compounds that are structurally ___________ to substrates. 
●________________ inhibitors: compete with the substrate for a position in the free enzyme’s __________ site to ____ V0. 
 □ Only bind to empty active sites of _________ enzymes that have not yet bound to their substrates. 

 □ __________ active sites: substrates cannot bind to an enzyme already bound to the competitive inhibitor (EI). 

EXAMPLE:  Competitive inhibition.  
 
 
  
 

 
 

 
 
 
Competitive Inhibitor Effects 
●Recall: competitive inhibitors _____________ the K	𝐦𝐚𝐩𝐩

	but do ______ affect the V	𝐦𝐚𝐱𝐚𝐩𝐩 	of an enzyme; BUT how/why? 
           1) Competitive inhibitors decrease [E], causing the k-1 reaction to shift ________, weakening ES affinity & ___ K	𝐦𝐚𝐩𝐩

	. 
           2) Competitive inhibitors do not change V	𝐦𝐚𝐱𝐚𝐩𝐩 	because a sufficient increase in [S] will _______________ the inhibitor.  
           3) Since V	𝐦𝐚𝐱𝐚𝐩𝐩 	is not affected, ______ is also not affected.  
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CONCEPT: COMPETITIVE INHIBITION 
Competitive Inhibition & Michaelis-Menten-Plots 
●Recall: All inhibitors, including competitive inhibitors, _____________ V0 of an enzyme-catalyzed-reaction. 
●Recall: Competitive inhibitors bind to ________ enzymes, so ____ measures its degree of inhibition on the free enzyme. 
 □ α of a competitive inhibitor only increases K	𝐦𝐚𝐩𝐩

	(K	𝐦𝐚𝐩𝐩
	= αKm); but there is ____ change to V	𝐦𝐚𝐱𝐚𝐩𝐩 	 (V	𝐦𝐚𝐱𝐚𝐩𝐩 	= Vmax). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Competitive Inhibition & Lineweaver-Burk-Plots 
●Slope of the line on a LW-Burk plot (slope = Km/Vmax) _______________ with more competitive inhibitor 
 □ The more competitive inhibitor, the ______________ the line becomes. 
 □ ____-intercept (1/Vmax) magnitude is not changed since Vmax stays the __________. 
 □ ____-intercept (-1/Km) magnitude is decreased, but the Km itself is ________________. 
EXAMPLE:  Draw the representative line for the enzyme’s activity if the concentration of competitive inhibitor was doubled. 
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CONCEPT: COMPETITIVE INHIBITION 
PRACTICE:  Which of the following would be altered on a Lineweaver-Burk plot in the presence of a competitive inhibitor? 

a)   Slope of the line on the plot.  c)   Intercept on the 1/V0 axis.  e)   a and b only. 
b)   Intercept on the 1/[S] axis.  d)   Vmax.     f)   a, b, c and d. 

 
PRACTICE:  N-hydroxy-L-arginine (an intermediate in nitric oxide biosynthesis) can bind to the active site of arginase 
making its manganese reactive metal center unavailable for catalysis. How would an increased concentration of this 
intermediate be expected to affect the kinetic parameters of this enzyme? 

a) The apparent Vmax will decrease. 
b) The apparent Km for arginine will decrease. 
c) The apparent Vmax will increase. 
d) The apparent Km for arginine will increase. 

 
PRACTICE:  An enzyme has a Km of 8 µM in the absence of a competitive inhibitor and a K	𝐦𝐚𝐩𝐩

	of 12 µM in the presence of 
3 µM of the inhibitor.  Calculate the KI. 

a) 1/6   c) 3 
b) 1.5   d) 6   

 
 
PRACTICE: Use the Lineweaver-Burk plot below to answer the following questions.  Units of [S] are in nM. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

A) Estimate the values of Km & Vmax as well as the K	𝐦𝐚𝐩𝐩
	& V	𝐦𝐚𝐱𝐚𝐩𝐩 	for the 

reactions in the absence and presence of the competitive inhibitor.  

 

 

 

B) Would you expect the competitive inhibitor to be more effective 
under conditions of high or low [S]?  Why? 

 

C) If [I] = 10 nM, calculate the inhibition constant (KI).   

Competitive  
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2 & 3) 

1) 

CONCEPT: UNCOMPETITIVE INHIBITION 

●____________________ inhibitors: only bind _____-complex (NOT free enzyme) to form an ESI-complex & decrease V0. 

 □ _____ competition: Uncompetitive inhibitor’s binding-site only created when S binds E to form the ES-complex. 

 □ Binding of an uncompetitive inhibitor to ES-complex ____________ conversion of S → P. 

EXAMPLE: Uncompetitive inhibition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Uncompetitive Inhibitor Effects 

●Recall: No competition between S & uncompetitive inhibitors & they proportionally _______________ both K 𝐦
𝐚𝐩𝐩 

& V 𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝐚𝐩𝐩  

. 

 1) By Le Chatelier’s Principle, lower [ES] causes k1 reaction to shift _______, strengthening ES affinity & ___ K 𝐦
𝐚𝐩𝐩 

. 

 2) Since S can’t outcompete uncompetitive inhibitors, effects are NOT reversed by ____ [S], so V 𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝐚𝐩𝐩  

is decreased. 

 3) Since uncompetitive inhibitors decrease V 𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝐚𝐩𝐩  

, kcat is also ______________. 
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*Parallel Lines 

CONCEPT: UNCOMPETITIVE INHIBITION 

Uncompetitive Inhibition & Michaelis-Menten-Plots 

●Recall: All inhibitors, including uncompetitive inhibitors, _____________ V0 of an enzyme-catalyzed-reaction. 

●Recall: uncompetitive inhibitors only bind to ES-complexes, so ____ measures its degree of inhibition on the ES-complex. 

 □ α’ of an uncompetitive inhibitor _______________ both the K 𝐦
𝐚𝐩𝐩 

& V 𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝐚𝐩𝐩  

of an enzyme (Km/α’  and Vmax/α’). 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Uncompetitive Inhibition & Lineweaver-Burk-Plots 

●Recall: Uncompetitive inhibitors proportionally _______________ both the K 𝐦
𝐚𝐩𝐩 

& the V 𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝐚𝐩𝐩  

 of an enzyme. 

●Though K 𝐦
𝐚𝐩𝐩 

& V 𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝐚𝐩𝐩  

are decreased, uncompetitive inhibitors do not change the line’s __________ (slope = Km / Vmax). 

●Both the ____-intercept (1/Vmax) & the absolute value of the ____-intercept (-1/Km) are proportionally ________________. 

EXAMPLE:  Draw the representative line for the enzyme activity if the concentration of uncompetitive inhibitor was doubled. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRACTICE:  True or false: Increasing [S] in the presence of an uncompetitive inhibitor will lower the inhibition constant (KI). 

    a) True.   b) False . 
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CONCEPT: UNCOMPETITIVE INHIBITION 

PRACTICE:  In the presence of an uncompetitive inhibitor that binds __________ the substrate, the apparent Vmax 

____________ and the apparent Km ____________ with respect to the Vmax and Km of the uninhibited enzyme.   

a) Before, Decreases, Increases.  

b) After, Decreases, Decreases.  

c) After, Increases, Increases. 

d) Before, Stays the same, Decreases. 

e) After, Decreases, Stays the same. 

 

 

PRACTICE:  What is the effect of an uncompetitive inhibitor on the equilibrium between free enzyme & the ES-complex? 

a) A shift to the right due to decreased [ES]. 

b) A shift to the left due to decreased [ES]. 

c) A shift to the right due to increased [ES]. 

d) A shift to the left due to increased [ES]. 

 

 

PRACTICE:  Which of the following statements is true about uncompetitive inhibitors? 

a) They lead to an increase in the apparent Km. 

b) They cause irreversible covalent modification of the target enzyme. 

c) They have a significant affinity for the enzyme-substrate complex. 

d) They lead to an increase in the apparent Vmax. 

e) Their effect on reaction rate can be overcome at high [S]. 
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2 & 3) 

If α > α’ 

If α < α’ 

1) 

CONCEPT: MIXED INHIBITION 

●Mixed inhibitors: have __________ binding since they bind either _________ enzyme OR _____-complex to decrease V0. 

 □ Binding of a mixed inhibitor to E or ES-complex ultimately ______________ conversion of S → P. 

 □ No competition with S since mixed-I bind to ______________ sites: alternative sites on E other than active site.   

 □ Mixed inhibitors can bind with ______________ affinities to the free enzyme & to the ES-complex (KI ≠ K’I). 

EXAMPLE:  Mixed inhibition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mixed Inhibitor Effects 

●With mixed inhibitors, the K 𝐦
𝐚𝐩𝐩 

may _________ increase OR decrease, but V 𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝐚𝐩𝐩  

 is always _______________. 

 1) By Le Chatelier’s Principle, magnitude of ___ & ____ dictate reaction shift (α > α’ shift left; α < α’ shift ______). 

 2) Since S can’t outcompete mixed inhibitors, effects are NOT reversed by ____ [S], so V 𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝐚𝐩𝐩  

is decreased. 

 3) Since mixed inhibitors decrease V 𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝐚𝐩𝐩  

, kcat is also ________________. 
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CONCEPT: MIXED INHIBITION 

Mixed Inhibition & Michaelis-Menten-Plots 

●Recall: mixed inhibitors bind to either free enzyme OR ES-complex, so ____ & ____ measures its degree of inhibition. 

 □ α’ always ______________ V 𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝐚𝐩𝐩  

 (Vmax/α’), but ratio of α to α’ can either increase or decrease K 𝐦
𝐚𝐩𝐩 

(αKm /α’). 

 □ Greater degree of inhibition to the free enzyme relative to ES-complex (α > α’) means K 𝐦
𝐚𝐩𝐩 

will be ___________. 

 □ If α = α’, then the K 𝐦
𝐚𝐩𝐩 

is not changed & the inhibitor is called a ____ncompetitive inhibitor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mixed Inhibition & Lineweaver-Burk-Plots 

●Recall: mixed inhibitors always decrease the V 𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝐚𝐩𝐩  

 but can either increase OR decrease the K 𝐦
𝐚𝐩𝐩 

. 

 □ Mixed inhibitors can change the slope of the line on a LW-Burk plot (slope = Km/Vmax) in ______________ ways. 

 □ ___-intercept (1/Vmax) on a LW-Burk-Plot always increases, but ___-intercept (-1/Km) can decrease or increase. 
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CONCEPT: MIXED INHIBITION 

PRACTICE:  Draw the representative lines for enzyme activity for an inhibitor with α > α’ and a separate line with α < α’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRACTICE:  When a mixed inhibitor favors binding to the enzyme-substrate complex (ES) over the free enzyme (E), the 

apparent substrate affinity (apparent Km) is: 

a) Greater than the substrate affinity for E (Km) 

b) Less than the Km 

c) Equal to the Km 

 

 

PRACTICE:  Complete the chart by indicating with an “x” which kinetic parameters are affected by each factor. 
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1) 

If α = α’ 

1) 

CONCEPT: NONCOMPETITIVE INHIBITION 

●____ncompetitive inhibitors are a specific type of ___________ inhibitor that also do ____t compete with the S. 

●Noncompetitive inhibitors: also bind to allosteric sites on either the ________ enzyme OR the _____-complex to lower V0. 

 □ Binding of a noncompetitive inhibitor to E or ES-complex ultimately ______________ conversion of S → P. 

 □ Noncompetitive inhibitors bind with the __________ affinity to the free enzyme as to the ES-complex (KI = K’I). 

EXAMPLE: Noncompetitive inhibition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Noncompetitive Inhibitor Effects 

●____ncompetitive inhibitors do ____t affect the K 𝐦
𝐚𝐩𝐩 

, but do ______________ the V 𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝐚𝐩𝐩  

. 

 1) By Le Chatelier’s Principle, if ____ = ____, then the reaction shifts cancel & there is _____ overall reaction shift. 

 2)  S can’t outcompete noncompetitive inhibitors, so effects are NOT reversed by ____ [S] & V 𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝐚𝐩𝐩  

is decreased. 

 3) Since noncompetitive inhibitors decrease V 𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝐚𝐩𝐩  

, kcat is also ________________. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 & 3) 
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α = α’ 

CONCEPT: NONCOMPETITIVE INHIBITION 

Noncompetitive Inhibition & Michaelis-Menten-Plots 

●Recall: _____ncompetitive inhibitors are just a specific type of mixed inhibitor. 

●Noncompetitive inhibitors bind to either free enzymes OR ES-complexes, so ____ & α’ measures its degree of inhibition. 

 □ A noncompetitive inhibitor is a mixed inhibitor where _____ = _____. 

 □ Since α = α’ with a noncompetitive inhibitor, the K 𝐦
𝐚𝐩𝐩 

is _____t changed (K 𝐦
𝐚𝐩𝐩 

= Km).  

 □ α’ always _________________ V 𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝐚𝐩𝐩  

 (Vmax/α’). 

EXAMPLE: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Noncompetitive Inhibition & Lineweaver-Burk-Plots 

●Slope of the line on a LW-Burk plot (slope = Km / Vmax) ______________ with more noncompetitive inhibitor. 

 □ Recall: noncompetitive inhibitors always decrease the V 𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝐚𝐩𝐩  

 but have no effect on the _____. 

 □ ____-intercept (1/Vmax) on a LW-Burk-Plot always increases, but ____-intercept (-1/Km) stays the _________. 
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CONCEPT: NONCOMPETITIVE INHIBITION 

PRACTICE:  Indicate with an “x” which of the kinetic parameters would be altered in the presence of the given inhibitor. 

 

 

 

 

 

PRACTICE:  What can be determined from the following Lineweaver Burk plot? 

a) Data collected in the absence (solid line) & presence (dashed line) of a competitive inhibitor. 

b) Data collected in the absence (solid line) & presence (dashed line) of a noncompetitive inhibitor. 

c) Data collected in the absence (dashed line) & presence (solid line) of a competitive inhibitor. 

d) Data collected in the absence (dashed line) & presence (solid line) of a noncompetitive inhibitor. 

 

 

PRACTICE:  How would you expect the line on a Lineweaver-Burk plot to change if the enzyme was treated with a 

noncompetitive inhibitor? 

a) The y-intercept would move up (away from the origin). 

b) The x-intercept would move left (away from the origin). 

c) The y-intercept would move down (toward the origin). 

d) The x-intercept would move right (toward the origin). 

 

 

PRACTICE:  The following values were determined for alcohol dehydrogenase in the absence & presence of acetaldehyde.  

What kind of inhibitor is acetaldehyde? 

a) Noncompetitive inhibitor.  

b) Uncompetitive inhibitor. 

c) Mixed inhibitor. 

d) Competitive inhibitor.  
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CONCEPT: RECAP OF REVERSIBLE INHIBITION 
●Let’s do a recap on the common types of ________________ inhibitors: 
□ Competitive Inhibitors.  □ Uncompetitive Inhibitors. □ Mixed Inhibitors. □ Noncompetitive Inhibitors. 
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CONCEPT: RECAP OF REVERSIBLE INHIBITION 
PRACTICE: Below are kinetic data comparing aldehyde dehydrogenase activity in the absence and presence of Agent A.  
What type of inhibitor is Agent A? 

a) Competitive inhibitor.  
b) Noncompetitive inhibitor. 
c) Uncompetitive inhibitor. 
d) Irreversible inhibitor. 

 
 
PRACTICE:  Which of the following statements are true about enzyme inhibitors? 

a) Competitive inhibitors change the slope of the Lineweaver-Burk line but not the y-intercept. 
b) Noncompetitive inhibitors are a type of mixed inhibitor. 
c) Uncompetitive inhibitors change Km & Vmax in a way to create a parallel Lineweaver-Burk line. 
d) Noncompetitive inhibitors result in lines with increasing [I] to share the same x-intercept. 
e) All the above are true. 

 
 
PRACTICE:  Complete the chart below. 

Type of Inhibition Competitive Uncompetitive Mixed Noncompetitive 

Binding Site?     

Km Change?     

Vmax Change?     

Michaelis-Menten Plot 
Change? 

    

Lineweaver-Burk Plot 
Change? 
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CONCEPT: ALLOSTERIC REGULATION 
●Recall: Metabolic _____________: a series of chemical reactions related to a critical biological process (ex. glycolysis). 
●Most enzymes in a metabolic pathway follow the Michaelis-Menten kinetics that we’ve already covered; HOWEVER…. 
 □ ….most metabolic pathways have at least one enzyme that has an even greater effect on the ___________. 
 □ These enzymes are called _____________ enzymes & display allosteric kinetics. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Allosteric Enzymes 
●_____________ enzymes: complex, highly regulated enzymes monitoring flow of biochemicals in metabolic pathways. 
 □ Allosteric enzymes catalyze/control _______ steps in metabolic pathways. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
●Allosteric enzymes usually have ____________ polypeptide chains (quaternary structure) that each have active sites. 
●Allosteric enzymes are called so because they’re regulated by allosteric _____________. 
 □ Allosteric effectors: small molecules that bind to __________ sites on the enzyme to regulate its activity. 
 

PRACTICE:  Allosteric enzymes: 
a)   Are regulated primarily by covalent modifications.  d)   Usually only have one active site. 
b)   Usually have more than one polypeptide chain.   e)   Usually show Michaelis-Menten kinetics. 

c)   Usually catalyze multiple reactions within a metabolic pathway.  
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CONCEPT: ALLOSTERIC KINETICS 
●Allosteric enzymes are easy to identify because they behave very ________________ from Michaelis-Menten enzymes. 
 □ Respond differently to changes in [S] and the presence of ______________. 
●Most allosteric enzymes display a ____________ (“S”-shaped) curve on a kinetics plot instead of a rectangular hyperbola. 
 □ ______ is the allosteric enzyme equivalent of the Km for Michaelis-Menten enzymes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Allosteric Enzymes on Lineweaver-Burk-Plots 
●Allosteric enzyme kinetic data does _____ form a straight line on a Lineweaver-Burk plot.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PRACTICE: Which of the following statements regarding allosteric kinetics is false?  

a) The rate of an allosteric enzyme reaction is dependent on substrate concentration [S]. 
b) The reaction velocity and substrate concentration always proportionally change in a Lineweaver-Burk plot. 
c) At saturating [S], the kinetics of an allosteric enzyme will follow the Michaelis-Menten model.  
d) Allosteric enzymes display second order kinetics leading to sigmoidal curvature on a kinetics plot. 
e) None are false because all of the above are true. 
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CONCEPT: ALLOSTERIC KINETICS 
Threshold Effect of Allosteric Enzymes 
●At very _______ [S], Michaelis-Menten-enzymes are ________ sensitive to Δ[S] than allosteric enzymes. 
 □ HOWEVER; a _____________ [S] is reached where _____________ enzymes are much more sensitive to Δ[S]. 
 □ V0 of allosteric enzymes can approach Vmax within a smaller, more ___________ range of [S]. 
 □ This creates a ______________ effect for many allosteric enzymes that Michaelis-Menten enzymes don’t have. 
●Threshold effect: below a certain [___], there’s little to no allosteric enzyme activity (threshold [S] acts as “on/off” switch). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PRACTICE:  Because of the _____________ substrate-binding-site(s) & conformation(s) on an allosteric enzyme, the 
range of [S] to reach the Vmax is _______________ for allosteric enzymes than it is for Michaelis-Menten enzymes. 

a)   Single, smaller.  c)   Multiple, narrower. 
b)   Single, greater.  d)   Multiple, wider. 
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CONCEPT: ALLOSTERIC ENZYME CONFORMATIONS 

●Protein ____________________: alternative 3-dimensional states that a protein can achieve. 

 □ Recall: proteins are not completely rigid structures; protein structures can be induced to changes. 

 □ Different protein conformations can have different abilities and/or ____________. 

 

T State & R State 

●Allosteric enzymes can exist in one of two states: 1) ____ State (Tense State) 2) ____ State (Relaxed State) 

 □ T state: catalytically ___________ & has a ______ affinity for substrates (binds substrates inefficiently). 

 □ R state: catalytically __________ & has a ______ affinity for substrates (binds substrates efficiently). 

EXAMPLE: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Allosteric Constant (L0) 

●_____________ Constant (L0): ________ of T States over free R States (T/R) when no substrate is present.  

 □ T State is more ____________ than free R State, so at low [S], equilibrium favors ____ State. 
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CONCEPT: ALLOSTERIC ENZYME CONFORMATIONS 

PRACTICE: Which of the following is true about allosteric enzyme conformational states? 

a) The T state is more stable than the R state of the enzyme when no substrate is present. 

b) Rearrangement of the protein’s secondary structure dictates T vs. R states. 

c) The R state of the enzyme has a higher affinity for substrate molecules than the T state. 

d) When a substrate is released from the R state, the enzyme remains in that state indefinitely. 

e) All of the above are correct. 

f) Only A and D are correct. 

g) Only A and C are correct. 

 

 

 

T/R Conformations Allow for Cooperative Kinetics 

●Sigmoidal kinetics (“S”-shaped curve) displayed by allosteric enzymes suggests that S binding is ___________________. 

 □ Positive Cooperativity: binding of one S molecule makes it ___________ for other S molecules to bind enzymes. 

 □ Question: How does cooperative S-binding work? 

●Recall: at low [S], equilibrium favors ____ State; HOWEVER, increasing [S] disrupts this equilibrium. 

●S binding to free R state produces S-bound-R-state, but consequently __________ [free R state]. 

 □ By Le Chatelier’s Principle, lowering [free R state] causes reaction to shift towards the free ____ state. 
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CONCEPT: ALLOSTERIC ENZYME CONFORMATIONS 

L0 Dictates Curve in Kinetics Plots 

●The allosteric constant (____), dictates the extent of an allosteric enzyme’s sigmoidal curve. 

 □ The greater the L0, the ________ sigmoidal the curve will be in a kinetics plot (V0 vs [S]). 

 □ The smaller the L0, the ________ sigmoidal and the more the curve resembles Michaelis-Menten kinetics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

●_______ models explain the sigmoidal kinetics of allosteric enzymes: 

 1) _______________ (or _______) Model.  2) ________________ (or _______) Model. 

 □ In both models, allosteric enzyme reaction activity can be affected by allosteric _____________. 

 

 

PRACTICE: An allosteric enzyme that follows the concerted model mechanism has a L0 = 10,000 in the absence of 

substrate. A mutation in this enzyme caused the L0 to now be 1/10,000 (reciprocal to its original value). What affect does 

this mutation have on the reaction rate of the enzymatic reaction? 

a) The enzyme will retain the T state and the reaction will not occur. 

b) Reaction rate remains independent of the substrate concentration. 

c) The association constant (Ka) for formation of the enzyme-substrate complex will not change with the mutation. 

d) Kinetics will appear to be similar to Michaelis-Menten kinetics, since the enzyme is nearly always in its R state. 
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CONCEPT: ALLOSTERIC EFFECTORS 
●Allosteric effectors: regulatory molecules binding to ___________ sites to affect an allosteric enzyme’s _____. 
 □ ________tropic effectors: molecules affecting an allosteric enzyme’s activity on a _______________ molecule. 
 □ _______tropic effectors: molecules affecting an allosteric enzyme’s activity on that _________ molecule. 
 □ In other words, with homotropic effectors, the _____________ itself will act as the allosteric effector. 
EXAMPLE: Heterotropic vs. Homotropic Effectors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Activators vs. Inhibitors 
●Allosteric effectors also grouped in ______ other ways based on their result:  1) Activators (+)  2) Inhibitors (-) 
 □ ______________ (+): stabilize the ____ State (decreasing L0) & shifting the sigmoidal curve to the _________. 
 □ ______________ (-): stabilize the ____ State (increasing L0) & shifting the sigmoidal curve to the _________. 
EXAMPLE:  Heterotropic Effects of ATP & CTP on the Allosteric Enzyme Aspartate Transcarbamoylase (ATCase). 
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CONCEPT: ALLOSTERIC EFFECTORS 
PRACTICE:  L-arginine is capable of binding to and activating N-acetylglutamate synthase.  Since L-arginine is neither a 
substrate nor a product of this enzyme, how would this effector be classified? 
a) (-) homotropic effector.           b) (+) heterotropic effector.          c) (-) heterotropic effector.          d) (+) homotropic effector. 
 
PRACTICE:  Considering that O2 triggers hemoglobin to switch from its low affinity (T) state to its high affinity (R) state to 
bind more O2, what kind of allosteric effector is O2 relative to hemoglobin? 
a) Heterotropic; activator. b) Homotropic; inhibitor.  c) Heterotropic; inhibitor.  d) Homotropic; activator.  
 
PRACTICE:  Which of the following statements about allosteric control of enzymatic activity is false? 

a) Allosteric effectors give rise to sigmoidal V0 vs. [S] kinetic plots. 
b) Allosteric proteins are generally composed of several subunits. 
c) An allosteric effector may either inhibit or activate an enzyme. 
d) Binding of the allosteric effector to the enzyme changes the conformation of the enzyme. 
e) Heterotropic allosteric effectors compete with the substrate for binding sites on the enzyme. 

 
PRACTICE: The effectiveness of allosteric effectors in regulating metabolic pathways is based on their ability to: 

a) Change & stabilize the conformation of the target allosteric enzyme. 
b) Alter the total concentration of the target allosteric enzyme. 
c) Completely denature the target allosteric enzyme. 
d) Interfere with competitive inhibitors. 
e) Interact with multiple substrate-binding sites on the same target allosteric enzyme. 

 
PRACTICE:  Shown below is a branched reaction pathway in which either “D” or “E” can be made from “C”, depending on 
which enzymes are active.  Imagine that you are a cell that requires “E” to be at a minimum threshold concentration for 
survival, but as long as there is enough “E”, it is most beneficial for the cell to make “D.”  Which of the following options 
presents the best scenario for the most optimal survival conditions?  E1-E4 are enzymes that catalyze each of the reactions. 
 
 
 
 a)   Allosteric inhibition of Enzyme 1 by “D”.  c)   Allosteric inhibition of Enzyme 1 by “E”. 
 b)   Allosteric activation of Enzyme 4 by “D”.  d)   Allosteric activation of Enzyme 3 by “E”. 
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CONCEPT: CONCERTED (MWC) MODEL 
●Concerted (MWC) Model: __________________ T State & R State conversions in ALL subunits of an allosteric enzyme. 
          □ ___________ Rule: All allosteric-enzyme-subunits must be in the _______ conformation/state (no hybrids allowed). 
          □ A natural ________________ converts enzyme from T state to R state (no substrate needed via induced-fit). 
          □ Though S is not required to induce T-R conversion, the T      R equilibrium is ______________ by increasing [S]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Positive Cooperativity of Concerted Model 
●____________ Cooperativity: binding of S disrupts the T-R equilibrium in favor of the R State to ____________ V0. 
 □ Accounts for the __________ increase in V0 in the sigmoidal kinetics curve. 
●Recall: at low [S], equilibrium favors the inactive ____ State (_______ L0 = T/R). 
 □ Under cell conditions, the enzyme will sometimes spontaneously _________ from T State to the R State. 
●At high [S], it is ________ likely that S will bind to a R State subunit, trapping other subunits in the ___ State too. 
 □ High [S] leads to more S binding & the _____________ of subunits in the R State (lower L0 & ______ V0). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Concerted (MWC) Model 
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CONCEPT: CONCERTED (MWC) MODEL 
PRACTICE:  In the Concerted model for allosteric enzymes: 

a) Relative affinities of substrate for the T & R states play a crucial role in reaction cooperativity. 
b) Equilibrium between T and R states plays a minor role. 
c) Enzymatic activity of the T state is considerably higher than that of the R state. 
d) It is possible to describe the reactions of all allosteric enzymes accurately. 

 
PRACTICE:  Which of the following is true concerning the symmetry rule & the Concerted model of allosterism? 

a) The protein is an oligomer of symmetrically related proteins. 
b) Though not with the same affinity, the ligand can bind to a subunit in either conformation. 
c) The oligomer can only exist in one of two conformational states (T & R), which are in equilibrium. 
d) All the above are true. 

 
PRACTICE:  According to the Concerted model & symmetry rule for allosteric proteins, which of the following statements is 
true for hemoglobin? 

a) Each of the 4 subunits in hemoglobin changes one at a time from the low affinity to high affinity state. 
b) First hemoglobin’s α-subunits, then β subunits change from the low to the high affinity state. 
c) Each of the four subunits in the hemoglobin tetramer is either in the low affinity or the high affinity state. 
d) Hemoglobin’s α-subunits have a low affinity state while the β subunits have high affinity for oxygen. 
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CONCEPT: SEQUENTIAL MODEL 

●Sequential (KNF) Model: an allosteric enzyme’s subunits undergo ____________ T & R State changes (via S induced-fit). 

 □ Subunits of the same allosteric enzyme can be present in different states (___________ are allowed). 

 □ In other words, T State to R State transitions do ______ necessarily encompass the entire allosteric enzyme. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Positive & Negative Cooperativity of Sequential Model 

●Unlike the concerted model, the sequential model allows for both positive & _______________ cooperativity. 

 □ S binding to one subunit ___________ likelihood of neighboring subunits to take on either a T or R state. 

 □ Positive Cooperativity: binding of S on a subunit promotes neighboring subunits to take on the ____ state. 

 □ Negative Cooperativity: binding of S on a subunit promotes neighboring subunits to take on the ____ state.  

EXAMPLE: Positive & Negative Cooperativity of the Sequential Model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRACTICE:  True or False: Most allosteric enzymes behave according to the concerted model, not the sequential model.  

  a) True.   b) False. 
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MWC KNF 

CONCEPT: SEQUENTIAL MODEL 

Concerted Model vs. Sequential Model 

●Most allosteric enzymes behave according to some _________________ of the concerted & sequential models. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRACTICE:  Which of the following is not a difference between the Concerted & Sequential models of allosteric enzymes? 

a) The sequential model considers the induced-fit model of substrate binding whereas the concerted model 

 focuses on perturbing the equilibrium between the T and R states. 

b) Positive cooperativity can be explained by the sequential model but not by the concerted model. 

c) The sequential model allows for subunits to be in different conformations while the concerted model does not. 

d) Negative cooperativity can be explained by the sequential model but not by the concerted model. 

e) Both models can have one or multiple subunits bound to a single enzyme for proper function. 

f) All the above are true. 

 

PRACTICE:  The Sequential model for allosteric enzyme behavior: 

a) Cannot account for the reactions that display negative cooperativity. 

b) Postulates binding of substrates & inhibitors by the induced-fit model. 

c) Requires that the conformation of all subunits change simultaneously. 

d) Is conceptually and mathematically simpler than the concerted model. 

 

PRACTICE:  Which of the following best describes negative cooperativity? 

a) Binding of one substrate molecule stimulates binding of a second substrate. 

b) Binding of one substrate molecule inhibits binding of a second substrate. 

c) Binding of one substrate molecule leads to negative reaction rates. 

d) Binding of one substrate molecule causes a negative effect/result in the cell. 
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CONCEPT: NEGATIVE FEEDBACK 

●Negative feedback (feedback ____________) is an efficient & ______________ means for biochemical regulation. 

 □ Prevents the ____________________ & wasteful production of a product (P). 

●Negative feedback inhibition: final product of a metabolic pathway __________ an earlier step in the same pathway. 

 □ This _________-________ the entire metabolic pathway & begins to lower final [P]. 

 □ Negative feedback ___________ (-) bind to an __________ site on the allosteric enzyme (_____ the active site). 

EXAMPLE:  Negative Feedback acts like the “red light” to inhibit (-) metabolic pathways. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

●When final [P] is returned to _____________ levels, feedback inhibition stops & metabolic pathway proceeds. 

 

EXAMPLE: Feedback Regulation in Glycolysis. 

●Recall: ___________ is a process in cellular respiration that breaks down glucose to generate energy (ex. ATP). 

 □ Phosphofructokinase (______) is an allosteric enzyme that catalyzes a reaction step in glycolysis.  

 □ PFK is regulated via negative feedback by ATP acting as a ______________ allosteric effector.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRACTICE:  The scheme below represents a hypothetical metabolic pathway for the synthesis of compound Y.  The 

pathway is regulated by feedback inhibition.  If S  T is the rate-limiting step, circle what the most likely inhibitor is and 

indicate with an arrow where the inhibition most likely occurs: 

 

     S  T  U  V  W  X  Y 
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CONCEPT: NEGATIVE FEEDBACK 

PRACTICE:  A metabolic pathway proceeds according to the following scheme: R  S  T  U  V  W.  A regulatory 

enzyme, X, catalyzes the first reaction in the pathway.  Which of the following is most likely correct for this pathway? 

a) Either U or V is likely to be a positive regulator to increase the activity of X. 

b) The first product, S, is likely a negative regulator of X, leading to feedback inhibition. 

c) The last product, W, is likely a negative regulator of X, leading to feedback inhibition. 

d) The last product, W, is likely a positive regulator of X, leading to feedback inhibition. 

 

 

PRACTICE: Which of the following is TRUE about feedback inhibition? 

a) Feedback inhibition has no physiological importance. 

b) Sometimes multiple products are required for feedback inhibition. 

c) Feedback inhibition can only be accomplished by products from the same pathway by which they are formed. 

d) Feedback inhibition involves products binding to the active site to prevent enzyme activity. 
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CONCEPT: POSITIVE FEEDBACK 

●_____________ Feedback: final product of a metabolic pathway ____________ an earlier step in the same pathway. 

 □ Final product (P) acts as an activator to further stimulate the production & __________-_____ of the final product. 

EXAMPLE:  Positive Feedback acts like the “green light” to activate/stimulate metabolic pathways. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRACTICE:  The reaction Fructose-6-P + ATP <===> ADP + Fructose-1,6-bisP is catalyzed by the glycolytic enzyme 

phosphofructokinase-1 (PFK-1). In muscle tissue, PFK-1 is a homotetramer (contains 4 identical subunits). Adenosine 

monophosphate (AMP) binds at a site distant from the site of catalysis on any of the four subunits & induce a conformational 

change that favors a relaxed & more active state of the whole tetramer. How is the role of AMP classified in this reaction? 

 a)   Positive homotropic effector.   c)   Positive heterotropic effector. 

 b)   Negative homotropic effector.  d)   Negative heterotropic effector. 

 

Metabolic Pathway Communication 

●It is common for metabolic pathways to “________________” or interact with one another through feedback regulation. 

 □ Purpose of this interaction can be to ensure efficient production of a single, final _____________. 

 □ Some allosteric enzymes can bind both activators & ____________ for positive & ______________ feedback. 

 □ The _________ molecule could act as an activator for one allosteric enzyme & an inhibitor for a different enzyme.  
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CONCEPT: POSITIVE FEEDBACK 

PRACTICE:  Use the image below showing interactions between 3 metabolic pathways to answer the following questions. 

A)  Which of the following best describes the role of molecule “F”? 

a) At low concentrations, molecule F acts as an inhibitor on enzyme-1 & an activator on enzyme-6. 

b) At high concentrations, molecule F acts as an activator on enzyme-1 & an inhibitor on enzyme-6. 

c) At low concentrations, molecule F acts as an activator on enzyme-1 & an inhibitor on enzyme-6. 

d) At high concentrations, molecule F acts as an inhibitor on enzyme-1 & an activator on enzyme-6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B) Which of the following best describes the role of molecule “I”? 

a) At high concentrations, molecule I acts as an inhibitor on enzyme-6 & an activator on enzyme-1. 

b) At low concentrations, molecule I acts as an activator on enzyme-6 & an inhibitor on enzyme-1. 

c) At high concentrations, molecule I acts as an activator on enzyme-6 & an inhibitor on enzyme-1. 

d) At low concentrations, molecule I acts as an inhibitor on enzyme-6 & an activator on enzyme-1. 

 

 

C) Which of the following best describes the role of molecule “K”? 

a) At low concentrations, molecule K acts as an inhibitor on enzyme-1 & an activator on enzyme-6. 

b) At high concentrations, molecule K acts as an inhibitor on enzyme-1 & an inhibitor on enzyme-6. 

c) At low concentrations, molecule K acts as an activator on enzyme-1 & an inhibitor on enzyme-6. 

d) At high concentrations, molecule K acts as an inhibitor on enzyme-1 & an activator on enzyme-6. 
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CONCEPT: POST TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATION 

●Recall: translation is the cellular process of building ___________ using the encoded messages of _________. 

●________-Translational Modifications: protein _____________ alterations that control protein activity _______ translation. 

●There are many types of post-translational modifications (PTM), but some of the more common types include: 

  □ Methylation  □ Acetylation  □ Ubiquitination  □ Phosphorylation 

EXAMPLE: Post-Translational Modifications. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Proteolytic Cleavage 

●Another type of post-translational-modification is _____________ cleavage. 

 □ Proteolytic cleavage: process of breaking ___________ bonds between amino acid residues of proteins. 

 □ Requires proteases or _______________, which are enzymes that cleave peptide bonds. 

 

 

 

 

PRACTICE:  Which of the following would not be a reversible post-translational modification? 

a)   Phosphorylation. b)   Preoteolytic processing. c)   Alkylation.  d)   Methylation. 

mRNA 

1. Hydroxylation. 

 

2. ______________. 

 

3. Lipidation. 

 

4. _______________. 

 

5. Disulfide bonds. 

 

6. ___________________. 

 

7. Sulfonation. 

 

8. Glycosylation. 

 

9. ________________. 

 

_______ 
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CONCEPT: POST TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATION 

PRACTICE: An enzyme’s active site has high affinity for a polar charged substrate. How will methylation of the active site 

affect the reaction rate of the enzyme? 

a) Affinity for the charged substrate will increase thereby increasing reaction rate. 

b) Affinity will remain unchanged, and therefore will be independent of the modification.  

c) Affinity for the substrate will decrease, lowing the reaction rate. 

 

 

 

PRACTICE: Histones are proteins that regulate gene expression by binding to DNA and controlling which regions are 

exposed to be expressed. Histones bind to DNA at a neutral pH via their positively charged lysine residues, but acetylation 

of histones leads to the dissociation of the DNA-Histone complex. Covalent modification of lysine’s ammonium group by 

acetylation results in an overall _______________ charge of the histone binding region.  

a) Positive.   b)   Neutral.   c)   Negative. 
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CONCEPT: UBIQUITINATION 
●_______________: a highly conserved and prevalent/ubiquitous small protein (76 amino acid residues). 
●Ubiquitination: an _______-dependent process involving the covalent attachment of ubiquitin to a target-protein. 
 □ R-group of lysine (______) amino acid residues are susceptible to ubiquitination. 
 □ Multiple ubiquitin peptides link together to form a ____________ on the target protein.  
EXAMPLE: Ubiquitination. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ubiquitination Targets Proteins 
●Ubiquitination marks proteins for __________________ by proteasomes. 
 □ Proteasome: protein complex specialized for ________________ activity (breaking down proteins). 
 □ Ubiquitination can ______________ cellular protein concentration & therefore can decrease an enzyme’s _____. 
 □ Capable of regulating virtually every cellular process. 
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CONCEPT: UBIQUITINATION 
PRACTICE:  _________ involves covalent attachment of peptides leading to _________ of the target protein by ________. 

a) Ubiquitination ; Activation ; Proteasome. 
b) Glycosylation ; Degradation ; Ribosome. 
c) Ubiquitination ; Degradation ; Proteome. 
d) Ubiquitination ; Degradation ; Proteasome. 
e) Acetylation ; Activation ; Proteasome. 

 
 
PRACTICE: Which of the following is true regarding protein ubiquitination? 

a) Ubiquitin tagged proteins are usually degraded in the cell.  
b) Ubiquitin is a ubiquitous, small nucleotide. 
c) Covalent attachment of ubiquitin usually occurs via the R groups of methionine amino acid residues.  
d) Ubiquitin links to the target protein only via hydrogen bonds.  
e) Only a and c are true. 
f) All of the above are true.  
g) None of the above are true.  

 
 
PRACTICE: Ligation of a ubiquitin peptide’s ______________ charged carboxylate group to the R-group of a target 
protein’s ___________ residue forms a(n) _____________ bond. 

a) Neutrally ; Histidine ; Hydrogen.  
b) Negatively ; Leucine ; Isopeptide. 
c) Positively ; Lysine ; Ionic. 
d) Positively ; Lysine ; Disulfide. 
e) Negatively; Lysine ; Hydrogen.  
f) Negatively ; Lysine ; Isopeptide. 
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CONCEPT: PHOSPHORYLATION 
●Phosphorylation: the covalent attachment of ____________ groups. 
 □ This is one of the most common & important forms of enzyme regulation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ATP is a Common Source of Phosphorylation 
●Adenosine triphosphate (______) molecules are typically the source of the phosphate groups. 
 □ ______________: enzymes that catalyze phosphorylation reactions. 
 □ _________________: enzymes that catalyze the opposite reaction that _________ phosphate groups. 
EXAMPLE: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 PRACTICE: During kinase phosphorylation, which phosphate group is removed from ATP in the figure below? 

a)  a 

b) b 

c) g 

d) a and b 

e) b and g  
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CONCEPT: PHOSPHORYLATION 
Amino Acid Phosphorylation 
●Some amino acids can be phosphorylated to make ____________________. 
 □ Hydroxyl groups on _______, _______ & _______ can be replaced with phosphate groups. 
 □ _______ can also be phosphorylated. 
●Phosphorylation makes Ser, Thr, Tyr & His even _________ polar & can lead to changes in enzyme conformations/states. 
 □ Phosphate groups have an overall _____________ charge & allow for stronger _______________ bonding. 
EXAMPLE:  Amino Acid Phosphorylation. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PRACTICE: Covalent modification of an enzyme usually involves phosphorylation / dephosphorylation of: 

a)  Lysine residue.  c)  Serine residue. 
b)  Proline residue.  d)  Aspartate residue. 

 
 
PRACTICE: When the active site of an enzyme is phosphorylated on one of its catalytic amino acid residues, the overall 
_______________ charge of phosphate groups would _____________ the affinity for a polar, negatively charged substrate.  
 a)  positive; lower.  c)  negative; increase.  e)  positive; not change.   
 b)  negative; lower.   d)  positive; increase.  f)  neutral; not change.  
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CONCEPT: ZYMOGENS 

●_______________ (or proenzymes): _____________ enzyme precursors that can be converted to active enzymes 

 □ Activation of a zymogen usually occurs via cleavage of ______________ bonds. 

 □ Recall: Proteolytic ____________ is a type of post-translational-modification. 

 □ Zymogens usually begin with “_______” or end in “-ogen.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRACTICE:  The active enzyme pepsin is produced in the stomach lining initially as a _____________, which requires 

________________ for activation in the stomach.  

a) Kinase; phosphorylation. 

b) Zymogen; reversible proteolytic cleavage of covalent bonds. 

c) Proprotein; reversible proteolytic cleavage. 

d) Phosphatase; ubiquitination. 

e) Proenzyme; irreversible proteolytic cleavage. 

 

Zymogens of Trypsin & Chymotrypsin 

●Both ___________ & chymotrypsin are digestive enzymes with classic examples of zymogens. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

●It’s critical for cells to store these hydrolytic enzymes as inactive zymogens because otherwise they could ______ the cell. 

 □ Storing enzymes as zymogens is a form of _____________________ enzyme activity. 
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CONCEPT: ZYMOGENS 

PRACTICE:  How is chymotrypsinogen converted to chymotrypsin? 

a) A protein kinase-catalyzed phosphorylation converts chymotrypsinogen to chymotrypsin. 

b) An increase in [Ca2+] promotes the conversion. 

c) Proteolysis of chymotrypsinogen forms chymotrypsin. 

d) Two inactive chymotrypsinogen dimers pair to form an active chymotrypsin tetramer. 

 

 

PRACTICE:  Why are most digestive enzymes produced as zymogens? 

a) To prevent digestion of cellular enzymes that would destroy the cell. 

b) So that the inactive enzyme can be transported in the bloodstream. 

c) Because the zymogen has a higher affinity for its substrate. 

d) Because the zymogen can’t be post-translationally modified. 

 

 

PRACTICE:  Which of the following is a zymogen that can be converted to a peptidase that hydrolyzes peptide bonds 

adjacent to lysine and arginine? 

 a)  Chymotrypsin.  c)  Pepsinogen.   e)  Trypsinogen.   

 b)  Pepsin.    d)  Trypsin.    f)  Proelastase.  
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